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Jeppesen Aviator Documents
Aviator Documents, a module available in Jeppesen Aviator, allows pilots to efficiently manage and view 

airplane and airline documents in a digital format, eliminate paper manuals and documents from the flight 

deck, and streamline pilots’ access to relevant forms that can be completed and submitted electronically.

With Aviator Documents pilots have all documents related to their 

active flight in a single viewer, including the backup flight plan, backup 

navigational charts (Trip Kits) and NOTAMs. Plus, their most important 

reference documents can be pinned directly to the Aviator Dashboard 

for even quicker reference. 

Personalize your viewer

Aviator Documents can be personalized to support pilot workflows, 

giving them easy access to specific documents, pages or even text 

passages. Pilots can:

 e Reconcile relevant annotation updates

 e Pin frequently used documents to Aviator Dashboard

 e Mark documents as favorites 

 e Bookmark documents

 e Highlight document text

 e Add personal notes

Stay current, stay personalized 

Aviator Documents helps you keep your company documents 

current, without your pilots losing their own personalized content  

like highlighted text or personal notes.

How? Aviator automatically downloads updated documents at an 

interval you define, and moves the earlier version to an archive folder. 

When a pilot opens the Documents module, a badge appears next to 

a document that is new or updated, alerting them of the document. 

When Aviator matches the highlighted text, the app automatically 

moves the highlights to the updated document. If the pilot adds notes 

to the earlier version of the document, Aviator presents them with the 

option to save annotations they made in the earlier version. They can 

compare the two versions and decide which annotations to keep in 

the updated document.



View, organize and manage documents

Aviator Documents provides many options for viewing and managing 

document folders, including:

 e View documents in night or day mode

 e Keep up to six documents opened at one time

 e Change scrolling preference from left to right, or up to down

 e View document folders and the number of items within the folders 
in list or grid form

 e View lists of documents that you have highlighted, bookmarked 
or added notes

 e Create, rename or delete personal folders

 e Time-sensitive documents are automatically marked after their 
effective date expires

 e Markings show document type and priority application to a 
certain fleet

 e Export a document to a PDF or to other apps on your device

 e Print on an AirPrint printer

Administrators maintain special rights to create and manage default 

folders, which cannot be removed or changed by pilots.

Filtering and searching documents

Aviator Documents is easy to use, thanks to its filter and search 

functions. It allows your pilots to filter documents by:

 e Name

 e Date

 e Aircraft type (if one is specified)

 e Fleets

 e Favorites

 e Recently viewed

By using the Search button, they can search for content narrowed by:

 e All text

 e Highlighted text

 e Notes

Furthermore, pilots can use the index menu to display document 

sections or pages on which they entered bookmarks, highlights or 

notes. A blue banner shows their current place in an open document.
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Learn more about what we offer.

Aviator Documents is just one module in the Jeppesen Aviator suite of EFB solutions.

Find out how Jeppesen Aviator, and our entire suite of modules, can make your operations integrated, connected, and smart — contact your 

account representative or visit jeppesen.com/aviator.


